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ESSAYS IN SW AHILI GEOGRAPIDCAL THOUGHT1 
MARINA TOLMACHEVA 
IV. GROUP IDENTITY IN SW AHILI CHRONICLES2 
In the last two decades, Swahili clu onicles have been thmoughly 1 e-evaluated by historians of 
the East African coast, and their usefulness as histmical sources subject to seiious doubt and 
ciiticism. Typical of this new attitude rue the words of Gill Shepherd: "Such cluonicles a1e less 
objective histmies than annotated pedigrees of a single ruling lineage"3 Given such a 
perspective, the question may be asked whethei the cluonicles ai e a suitable guide to the 
search fm histmical identities of coastal societies 
While it is true that the available histmies of coastal city-states are dynastic clu onicles, and 
the1efme nanowly focused and prutisan, theii purpose goes beyond recording genealogy In 
theii m le as documents legitimizing the ruling status of one family over the city of a cluonicle's 
migin, they inevitably shed lig!It on those cities' societies and theii interaction with the 
dynasties as well as on each city's interaction with othe1 cities of the region 
On occasion, they also have mme than local m regional scope 1 o give an example, many of 
the cluonicles begin with the asseition of foreign (Arab 01 "Shiiazi") migin of the rulers: 
because this assertion lay at the base of dynastic legiti.Jnacy, contacts with the Arab 
(specifically, Arabo-Muslim) wmld, especially in the spheie ofgovemment politics, loom large 
in the historical recmds Such an emphasis may be only partly explained by the historical rea lit) 
of continuous mteraction Fm instance, the histmical Ornani contacts of Pate, Lamu, Malindi 
and Mombasa are amply reflected in the extant nanatives .. On the other hand, the episodic 
I urkish contacts with the coast durmg the Pmtugnese era also are a historical fact, but the 
I urkish cultural element, even thoug!I Muslim, had little rootmg m the local culture, and the 
memmy of I m kish presence found no place in the cluonicles (despite its bemg kept alive in the 
contemporary Swahili society) 
Fmally, althoug!I the cluonicles' limited political concerns have resulted m texts favoring a 
pa1ticular local dynasty - usually the most Iecent one - it is possible to mvestigate theii stories 
ofprecedmg or competmg dynasties as well, as Chittick (1969) and Saad (1979) have shown 1 
Most recently, Randall L Pouwels' analysis of the Pate Chronicle confumed a fail degree of 
1 Sections !-Ill appeared in Swabili Forum 11 
2 An earlier version of this paper was presented to the 1991 Annual Meeting of the American 
Anthropological Association at Chicago 
3 Gill M. Shepherd, "The Making of the Swabili: A View from the Southern End of the East African 
Coast" Paideuma 28 (1982): 143 
' Neville H Chittick, "A New Look at the History of Pate'' Joumal ojAjizcan History 10 (1969): 375-91 
Elias Saad, "Kilwa Dynastic Historiography" History in Aftica 6 (1979): 177-209 
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chronological credibility of Swahili texts overlapping with Portuguese sources 5 In the 
following discussion I shall focus on non-dynastic types of group identity and offer examples of 
relevant vocabulary contained in the versions of coastal chronicles I have been able to examine, 
including the recently edited manuscript variants of the Pate Chronicle6 The intention is to 
address the narratives as historical documents with the purpose of establishing what evidence is 
to be found therein, without speculation regarding what is not Questions regarding the 
rationale for inclusion or omission of particular facts or groups of facts, while certainly 
legitimate, will have to be addressed elsewhere. 
None of the names refening to coastal populations has been the su~ject of as much 
discussion as "Swahili ... 7 However, most of the debate and continuing analysis of Swahili 
identity have focused on contemporary cultural-anthropological and socio-liguistic processes 
Historical data have been neglected and the available nanatives largely iguored -· - a 
phenomenon which makes the study of these sources both relevant and necessary The 
chronicles refer to Sawahili infrequently, meaning usually the coastal location and less often 
the people The English-language Stigand version of the Pate Chronicle, recorded in 1908 and 
published before the others, first mentions the Swahili coast in comrection with the coming of 
the Arabian, Nabalran (Nabhan, Nabhani) migrants to Pate: "He who went to the Sawalreli [sic] 
coast was he who had been Sultan of Maskat ... 8 It is next mentioned at the time of the 
Portuguese conquests set after 945 AH/1538 C.E : "Now at this time the Portuguese 
conquered the whole Swahili coast "9 Finally, in the description of the early Busaidi presence in 
the area, the text says, "Now at that time there was at Maskat, Sa'id, son of Sultan, and he was 
the first of the Busa'ids who reigued here on the Swahili coastu10 
SWAHILICOAST 
The texts refer to the Swahili coast simply as Sawahili. The locative Sawahilini is not used as a 
toponym, and the contemporary construct USwahilini did not exist. The Lamu Chromcle 
employs Sawahili both in static locative and directional forms: 
Awali ya watu wa Lamu nz Waarabu walitoka Demeski as-Sham, Alowaeta ni Abdu-1-
Mahk bzn Marwan Ndzye alowaeta Sawahili alipo kuya kutaka makamlimu an-nahasi 
5 Randall L. Pouwels, "Reflections on Historiography and Pre-Nineteenth-Century History from the Pate 
'Chronicles' "History in Africa 20 (1993): 263-96 
6 Marina Iolmacheva, The Pate Chronicle Edzted and banslatedftom MSS 177, 321, 344 and 358 of the 
Lzbrary of the Univer:sity of Dar es Salaam. East Lansing, M!: Michigan State University Press, 1993 
7 The 1971 article by Carol M Eastman "Who Ale the Waswahili?" (Ajizca 41: 228-36) inaugurated 
analysis of African value-based concepts of Swahili, a departure from the earlier, European theories 
crediting primarily Middle Eastern elements of Swahili identity. Subsequent historical-linguistic and 
archeological data strengthening the Aftican thesis were accessibly synthesized by Derek Nurse and 
Thomas Spear, among others See their The Swahili. Reconstructing the History and Language of an 
·1ft ican S'ociety 800-1.500 (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1985) 
8 T olmacheva, Pate Chronicle, 39 See also CH Stigand, Land of Zm; (London, 1913) 
9 T olmacheva, Pate Chromcle, 63 
10 Tolmacheva Pate Chromcle, 98 
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Baada ya hao waloetwa wakaya na Wamabu wangine walipopata khabari ya kwamba 
jamaa zao wako Sawahili 
The first of the people ofLamu were Arabs who came fiom Damascus in Sytia. He who 
sent them was Abdul-Malik bin Marwan. It was he who sent them to the Swahili coast 
(emphasis added - M I.) at a time when he wanted copper scent-flasks 
After those who were so sent there came other Arabs, when they got news that their 
kinsmen were on the Swahili coast. I 1 
Interestingly, this "Swahili coast" 01 else "Swahili towns", mii ya Sawahili, seem to have a 
geographical scope somewhat unlike the modern extended vision of the hist01ical Swahili 
coast. I o offer an illustmtion, the towns fiom Pate all the way south as far as Kilwa are 
referred to as JUmla ya miz ya Sawahifi12 but the cities to the n01th such as Brawa, Marka and 
Mogadishu (which are much closer to Pate than Kilwa) are called not sawahili (Arabic for 
"p01t-towns") but banadiri (Persian f01 "harbors")13 Additionally, Zanzibar is called a 
"country not imp01tant [enough to have] a king" (Werner) 01 else it is said that "Zanzibar was 
not a great country (then)" (MS 177)14 Is the exclusion of Unguja fiom the list of "all the 
Swahili towns" then due to its insignificance and lack of monarchical structure 01 does the 
island not fit the definition of "Swahili"? These remain among the questions yet to be addressed 
in contemp01ary hist01iography of the East Afiican coast. 15 
The imperial (and probably spurious) claims to Pate hegemony over a vast region to the 
south confuse the question of boundaries of the coast that could be rightfully called Swahili 
The idea that "Swahiii" was 01iginally the name applied only to the area ofLamu archipelago is 
supp01ted by 19th-century Emopean maps of the coast which are contemp01anious with the 
rec01ding of many histories; some of them place the toponym "Swahili" (and its phonetic 
variations) on the mainland across fiom Lamu and south ofBrawai6 An example of a dynastic 
hist01y from the southern end of the coast, the Arabic Kzlwa Chronicle 17 refers to "the lands of 
the Swahili coast" as the destination of Shirazi "founders", but other parts of the text talk 
about Muslims and pagans and Franks, in essence res01ting to broad religious categ01ies rather 
than naming Swahili or any other specific ethnic or cultural groups. Among other names for 
parts of the East Afiican coast, whether rec01ded in the n01thern region (Pate, Lamu, 
1 I William Hichens, "Khabari Lamu." Bantu Studies 12 (1938): 8-9 The histmicity of this particular 
passage is dicussed in Marina Tolmacheva, '11They Came fiom Damascus in Syria1: A Note on Traditional 
Lamu Historiography "lntematwnal Joumal of African Historical Studies 12 (1979): 259-69 
12 See, for example, Iolmacheva, Pate Chronicle, 139-40 (Wemer's version) MS 177 has mlji ya Sawahzli 
(Ibid, p. 279) 
13 For greater detail on the significance of the distinction see Marina Iolmacheva, "The Origin ofthe Name 
'Swahili'" Tanzania Votes and Records 77/78 (1976): 27-37 
14 Tolmacheva Pate C hromcle, 172, 300 
15 For the most recent comprehensive treatments of Swahili cultural history see lames de Vere Alien, 
\wahilz Origins (Athens, Ohio: Ohio University Press, 1992) and John Middleton, The World of the 
Swahzli an African Hercantiie C!vilcation New Haven: Yale University Press, 1992 
16 Some 17th-century European maps contain placenames which may be tentatively considered distortions 
of the name 11 Swahili '' These, however, are found in northern Somalia 
17 S A Strong, "The History ofKilwa "Iournal of the Royal Aswtzc Soczety 27 (1895): 385-430 
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Mombasa), center (Dar es Salaam) or south (Kilwa ), a few geographical terms appearmg 
alongside toponyms like Mr ima or common nouns like bara "mainlarrd", do bear a connection 
with modem ethnonyms (Nyika/WaNyika, Tikuu/WaTikuu) but these will have to be 
addressed elsewhere 
THE SW Allll,J 
References to the Swahili people are harder to find: for example only twice in the longest (Stigarrd) 
version of the Pate Chronicle: "For this reason the Swahilis say to arryone who gives advice which 
is not good, 'Yom advice is like the advice ofHaji Mwetha'"18, arrd "That was the origin of the Siyu 
people. Now they are called Swahilis arrd their clarr is the Barru Sadi. "19 
The Werner version of the Pate Chronicle, published after Stigarrd's but fiom arr earlier 
manuscript, refers to the Swahili coast (Sawahili) only once - in the conchrding note; Swahili 
towns (mzz ya Sawahzlz) are mentioned twice arrd Swahili people (Waswahilz) also twice 20 The first 
of the latter references is to marriage customs of "all the Swahili" Waswahilz wote, while the second 
apparently talks about the coastal dwellers migrating to the (then) new settlement at Siu: Wakaya 
llflwatu wangzne Waswahili, wakaketi Siu"(Then) came other Swahili people arrd settled at Siu " 
The Heepe version of the same chronicle, which follows the Wemer version rather closely and 
was acquired on the coast also before WWI, talks about the arrival of the Nabhani to Sawahzlz and 
the Swahili maniage customs21 It also lists the conquests by Suharr 'Umar of ;umla ya mijz va 
Sawahili22 "all the Swabili townsi' arrd repeats the story of Siu settlement, conchrding: Kzsha 
waka;a na watu wangzne wa Sawahili wakaketi Siu" Later came other Swahili people arrd settled at 
Siu "23 The versions in newly-pmblished manuscripts generally follow snit, reproducing the phrases 
Waswahzlz wote arrd watu wangzne Waswahilz in appropriate context. The following comments 
1eflect on the perception of Pate population in regard to the Swahili 
( 1) The description of marriage customs, although offered as a universal Swahili pattern, refers in 
the text specifically to the maniage of arr Arab newcomer with the daughter of a Pate rule! 
Therefore, ahhough Pate residents are never specifically named "Swahili", the turn of the phrase 
makes it clem that those who are usually called in the text watu wa Pate, in fuct count themsel\ es as 
part of"all the Swahili people" (arrd so does the narrator)24 
18 Tolmacheva Pate Chronicle, 47 
19 Tolmacheva, Pate Chromcle, 63 
20 Tolmacheva, Pate Chronzcle, pp 192; 171, 174; 169, 170. See also Alice Wemer, "Swahili Histozy of 
Pate" Journal ojthe.4ftican Society 14 (1914): 148-61, 15 (1915) 278-97,392-413 
21 Tolmacheva, Pate Ch10nic/e, 224 See also M Heepe, "Suaheli-Chronik van Pate" Mllleilungen de1 
\eminan fitr orzentalische Sprachen, 3 Abteilung: Afrikanische Studien 31 (1928): 145-92 
22 T olmacheva, Pate Chronicle, 226 
21 T olmache;a. Pate Chronicle, 225 
21 T olmacheva, Pate Chromcle, 296: "The first man to come to Pate of the Nabahani was Sulayman bin 
Sulayman Muzaffiu al-Nabahani and his siblings, two men: 'Ali bin Sulayman and 'Uthman bin Sulayman 
And this Sulayman bin Su1ayman the aforesaid, it was he who had been sultan in Arabia then reigned al-
Ya'rubi (and so) he came to Pate, in the year 600 six hundred of Hijra [1203-4 C E] he came to Pate 
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(2) The mention of settlement at Siu of "other Swahili people" suggests that not only the 
population of Pate, but also the former dwellers of (now conquered) Shanga, on the same island, 
belong to this larger entity. Apparently so do the unnamed "other" Swahili; the vagueness of their 
backgmund, as contrasted with the impressive number of towns named elsewhere in the chronicle, 
may indicate that urban origin or pedigree were not an iron-clad requirement for acceptance into 
Swahili society 
(3)A passage explaining the origin of the town of Siu describes the transfer of captives from 
Shanga first to Pate and later to future site of Siu Among the vanquished it mentions a particular 
group whose tribe is called Wakinandangu25 (see more on "tribal" affiliation below) This points to 
the concept of tribal structure being internal to medieval Swahili society, although admittedly the 
word kabila may refer to a clan rather than tribe properly speaking, and is correspondingly rendered 
in some translations. For instance, it can be suggested with a considerable degree of certainty that in 
the quotation from the Stigand version above the Arabic term for the "clan" Banu Sadi in the 
Swahili original was most likely kabila. In Arabic Banu "sons (of)" may refer equally to a tribe as 
well as clar1; here, based on the crucial conelation of the clan with the Swahili in the text, either 
interpretation would support the point that in Swahili consciousness being a Swahili did not 
preclude belonging to a "tribe ... The anonymous History of Mombasa also speaks of "tribes" of 
Mombasa and the Nyika towns 26 
(4)At the end of the same passage quoted above the chronicle of Pate informs of the coming of 
Wafamau who became chiefS ofSiu kisa wakaya Wafamau, wakawa wakuu wa Szu, katzka ta'ato 
mfalme }Ya Pate, szku nyingijj and aftetwatds the WaFamau came and were chiefs of Siu .. wideJ 
the suzerainty of tl1e King ofPate, for many days."27 
This passage occurs m the Werner and Heepe ver·sions as well as in MS 177 (which possibh 
predates them both) and later copies, but the Stigand version differs considerably. It refers to 
He asked fOr marriage fi:·om the king of Pate, from among the al-Batawin And he was an important m~1n 
(tillS) Sultan Sulayman, (so) the king of Pate manied him to his daughter. And the custom of all the 
WaSwahilt till now (is that) a man takes your daughter (in marriage), (then after) seven days pass stnce tile 
\Vedding. he goes to see the father-in-law, the father of his wife, [and he] gives him somethng, each man 
according to his means Sulayman bin Sulayrnan, when he went after these seven days to see the king of 
Pate to be gtven (gifts) from the people, this Sulayman bin Sulayman -- that king instead (of a gtft 1 ga\C 
him his kingdom From then on reigned Sulayman bin Sulayman " (MS 177 of the University L tbrarv Dar 
es Salaam Tanzania) 
25 T olrnacheva, Pate C/uonide, 297: "In the year 625 [1227-8 CE] Sultan Suleyman died Muhammad 
bm Sulayman reigned after his father, The people of Shanga seceded, he made war on them conquered tile 
town. destroyed it (and) took away (the residents), [This is] the origin of some of the people who came to 
Pate And some of the people, of the tribe of WaKinandangu, ran away, and it was not known where they 
had gone Until some days passed and the news came to Sultan Muhanunad bin Sulayman from the hunters 
they said to him. "Those unknown, we have seen them in the forest" He sent people to look for them they 
caught up with them: they had made huts inside the forest they carried them off and came to Pate. Sultan 
Muhammad forgave them (and) returned them to their (own) place This is the origin of the town of Stu" 
~(, G S_P Freeman-Grenville The East Afiican Coast Select Documents ftom the Fint ( entur)~ to th~: 
1 mfJ \znctc<!nth Centw:c (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1962): 216 
,- Tolmacheva. Pate C lu omcle. 138, 170 (the Werner version) 
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Wafiunau and Siu without connecting the city's histmy to Shanga.zs Moreover, it mentions the 
dealings of the Wafiunau with the Pmtuguese around 903 AH and adds: "some accounts say that 
the Wafiunao are Pmtuguese, and others that they are the Arabs miginally sent by Abdul Malik"
29 
Then follows the above-cited statement: "Now they are called Swahilis and their clan is the Banu 
Sadi" Confusingly, the statement of Siu migins is placed between the two last passages, so that one 
may link it either with 'Abd al-Malik's expedition [this Umayyad caliph reigned 685-705 - M I ] m 
with the W aF arnau and Portuguese, since Siu' s histmy is not otherwise r efened to in the preceding 
text 
Interestingly, neither the History of Pate nm the other chronicles connect the migin of the 
Farnau with the Farnau site, to the south along the coast At the same time implicitly (as in Stigand) 
or explicitly (as in Heepe, Werner and other manuscript versions), the Wafiunau are presented as 
rulers of the Swahili, although later corners to Siu than their subjects .. The tentative pedigrees cited 
by Stigand for W afiunau are not imitated by any other version There is no attempt to afford them 
Arabic or any "foreign", non-Afiican origin In fact, the somewhat abrupt manner in which they ar·e 
introduced into the narrative parallels treatment of other local groups such as Watikuu, or Bajun: 
both these names of the coastal group suddenly spring up in the text without prehistmy or 
explanatory comments, as if the audience may be legitimately expected to know about these people 
In fact, I am inclined to think that the comment in the Stigand version regarding the WaFarnau 
antecedents belongs to Stigand himself, and it is he rather than his somce who refers to "some 
accounts" oftheir migin 
The Wafarnau rue last me-ntioned in the chronicle under the reign of B\-vana l\.1kuu bin 
Muhammad (1061-1100 AH/1650-1688 CE.) when they revolted and were consequently 
defeated and deported to Pate but allowed to repatriate to Siu as a result of Pmtuguese 
intercession 30 Siu is next mentioned under 1236 AH, when it became a target in the empire-
building plans of Sayyid Sa'id of Zanzibar. Its leaders from then on are mentioned by their proper 
names and patronymics. It appears that their identity as Wafamau was lost by then. We may 
conjectme, although the text does not make this clear, that is had become submerged in their larger 
Swahili identity on the one hand and a local, Siu identity (posSibly focused by intensified intrigue 
and shifting alliances), on the other 
The most extensive use ofthe name "Swahili" as a term for socio-cultural group may be found in 
a History ofMombasa, culled by GS P Freernan-Grenville from two translations based on Atabic 
versions of a Swahili original Recorded circa 1824, this is a much earlier text than the Histories of 
Pate and Lamu, and it has to be questioned whether this date, or the two-step translation or yet the 
explicitly foreign, non-Swahili speaking "addressee" of the translation (Lieutenant JR. Emery, who 
28 I olmacheva, Pate Chronicle, 42: "Muhammad bin Ahmad reigned, the third of the Nabahans He still 
further established the country and conquered the whole island of Pate, and fought with the people of 
Shanga, a country near Pate on the side of the rising sun This country, which is een nearer to Siu, he 
conquered in war, plundering it and killing the males The youths and the old women and maidens they 
made prisoners " 
29 T olmacheva, Pate Chromcle, 63 
30 Tolmacheva, Pate Chromcle, 176 (Werner's version), 303 (MS 177) et al The story does not occur in all 
verswns 
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served as Govemor of Mombasa) may have affected the terminology in such a noticeable way. As 
becomes clear below, the narrative is very politically aware, reflecting a sharp perception of conflict 
with the West in both political and religious terms, and not overlooking the reality of self-interest 
behind interference run by Oman apparently on behalf ofMuslim eo-believers. 
The cluonicle begins its narrative at the moment when the Portuguese at Mombasa were 
challenged by the Omani Arabs. The period spelled the decline of "the last of the Shirazi chiefs": 
"The Swahili saw their power disappear. "31 This unquestionable identification ofMombasa-dwellers 
as the "Swahili" is substantiated throughout the text Although the expression "the people of 
Mombasa", a likely parallel to the "people of Pate" watu wa Pate and "people of Lannr" watu wa 
Lamu, etc, is also found in the English version, it is clearly Mombasans who are perceived (or 
described for the outsider) as the Swahili. For instance: "The Swahili could not stay in the town any 
longer"; the slaves of the Omani Imam sent a messenger "to all the people ofMombasa The Swahili 
replied.... So the Swahili went to war "32 
Interestingly, in the latter case one of the leader of Mombasans is a Malindi man (Shaikh bin 
Ahmad al-Malindi), and the History informs the reader33 that afler the last Shirazi chief Shalru Mvita 
"the sheikhs came from Malindi. "34 It appears, therefore, that while the new somce oflocal rulers is 
inrportant enough to be noted, the difference does not stand in the way ofcommonality: the Malindi 
shaykhs are the chiefs ofthe "Swahili", and they are perceived to belong with the Mombasans unlike 
the Arabs (or their recruits of other ethnic background) who, at least (unlike the Portuguese), are 
Muslim 
This does not mean, however, that Islam does not enter into the concept of "Swalriliu In tbe 
passage telling of Portuguese injustices Islam denotes Mombasa dwellers even when the focus 
is not on 1 eligion as such: "They brought evil upon the Muslims: they went into their houses 
and drove out the owners and violated their women, so that the people fell into despair " When 
rescue by the Omanis seems in sight, the text reverts to the use of"Swalrili" in a manner which 
makes it clear that the subject is still the same as when "Muslims" were discussed, and indeed 
they are later called "the people of Mombasa": 
Unable to bear the situation, they determined to make war on the Portuguese, and took 
counsel and went to them and said: We have heard that the Sultan of Oman is gatherirrg arr 
army to come and lay siege to you: what do you thirrk of doing? The Portuguese replied: What 
have you to say? The Swalrili answered: We thirrk that you should give out all the rice in husk 
which you have in store arrd let the people husk it, so that they can give it back to you white 
and husked. But the people of Mombasa did not give back the rice 35 
31 Freeman-Grenville, East African Coast, 213 
32 Freeman-Grenville, EastAfrzcan Coast, 214 
33 Our discussion being necessarily limited to questions of historiography, the reader is refimed elsewhere 
for historical background to these events See, for example, Ahmed Hamoud AI-Ma'amiry, Oman and East 
lji1ca (New Delhi: Lancers, 1979) and Randall L. Pouwels, Hom and Crescent Cultural Change and 
Tradllional is/am on the East African Coast 800-1900 (Cambrdige: University Press, 1987) 
31 Freeman-Grenville, EastAji1can Coast, 213 
35 Freeman-Grenville, East African Coast, 215 
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Such context, where the opposition is not between Mombasans and "all the other tribes 
of .the Nyika towns" but between the much larger and more general entities of Afiican 
Muslims and European (Pmtuguese) Christians, may be the key to understanding the logic of 
variation, akin to code-switching, whereby the terminology changes scale depending on parties 
involved or the addressee of the stmy. In fact, the same logic may apply to the Afiican-Arab 
duality: in a passage describing the change of Arab patronage at Mombasa fiom the Mazmi to 
AI-Busaidi, the coast of East Afiica is given the most unusual "general" name much unlike 
regional and local subdivisions commonly occuning in chronicles, such as Mtima, Mgao coast, 
Tikuuui, etc The conspiring AI-Busaidi supporters tell the govemor of Mombasa: "We ask 
you to give us money to go to Kilwa and to other places on the Afncan coast. "
36 It is possible 
that in the particular instance the choice of so inclusive and modem a name as "Afiica" may 
have been motivated both by the At ab/Near Eastem perspective of the speakers and by the 
fmeign (European, British) background of the person commissioning the translation. Some 
contamination of ttaditional nauatives by contemporary 1 eferences may be unavoidable It 
needs to be anticipated and carefully weeded out to the extent allowed by our awareness ofthe 
circunrstances of fieldwork In the context of the particular text, the use of"coast" or "Swahili 
coast" would have been liguistically and culttually appropriate 
ARABS 
Much has been said about the spurious nattue of the clairus to Arab or Persian (Shitazi) origin 
of the tuling families of the coast37 In refetence to written histmies, it needs to be noted that 
regardless of specific pedigrees offeted in them, the texts nomrally do not speak of groups 
identified as "WaShiiazi" (while idividual sumames do include the Arabic nisba "Shirazi" 
detived fiom the name of the Persian city). Nor are Shirazi genealogies accompanied by 
acknowledgement of Persian ethnicity:38 in fact, the context ofboth written and mal histories 
patadoxically makes the Shitazi appear Arab. On occasion, they may be perceived as Arab (or 
maybe genetally Muslim) migrants belonging to an eta ptior to the settlement of the "Arabs" 
In addition, when "WaArabu" are mentioned, the context makes it clear that "fmeign" Arabs 
are meant Mmeover, the tetm usually applies not to civilian visitms ot maybe newly ani\ ed 
migrants but to troops stationed on the coast fiom Oman. Finally, it appeats that the so called 
"Atabs", while sent down fiom Arabia, may also include other ethnic elements (e g, Baluchis) 
For example, although the Nabahans ate identified as migrants fiom Oman in Arabia, they are 
contrasted in the Stigand version of the Pate Chronicle with the "Arabs": 
36 Freeman-Grenville, EastAfiican Coast, 217 
37 See, for example, Randall l Pouwels, "Oral Historiography and the Problem of the Shirazi on the East 
Afiican Coast " History in Afiica 11 (1984): 237-67 
38 I he Stigand version of the Pate Chronicle indicates that Harun al-Rashid (786-809) sent to Afiica some 
Persians to emulate the example of Abd al-Malik sending Arabs, but that is a unique statement Since th1s 
version is only available in English translation, we do not know whether the Arabic word al-Furs was used 
(Tolmacheva, Pate Chronicle, 38) Some medieval Arabic sources credit Persians with founding cities along 
the rim of southern Arabia 
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Now the migin of the Nabahans leaving the Oman is this. In the beginning at Maskat four 
tiibes ruled. First reigned the tribe called the Kharusi After that they were robbed of their 
kingdom by the N abahans 
Ihen occurred a quanel between the Aiabs and the Nabahans amongst the two tribes of 
the Henawi and Ghafir Then the Y orubi fought the Nabahans and they gained strength and 
defeated the ruling N abahan So he went fmth and fled away and came to the Sawaheli coast 
with some of his tribe 39 
A peculiar mistake may have occurred here which gave rise to similar slips in several 
manuscript versions as well, and which is most probably rooted in mthography: in writing, the 
Arabic a!-Ya'rubi became distmted and confused with a!- 'Arabi. Although the mistake is easily 
generated through the simple omission of ya, the cultmal appropriateness of the term of 
general reference to AI ab "outsiders" obviously made the distmtion acceptable. 
It is indicative that, although the Stigand version speaks of the caliph 'Abd al-Malik as the 
initiator of settlement in East Afiica, and Harmr al-Rashid's emissaries are repmted as Persian, 
when their successors later attempt to expel the Nabahans, the text gives them a local name 
*Batawiyun (literally, "Pate-ans") rather than calling them either "Aiab" or "Persian" Nm are 
the Nabahans called "Aiabu 
Indeed, when the Stigand version of the History of Pate does refer to Aiabs, occasionally 
one can detect hostility. For instance, when a governor of Larnu, sent by Sayyid Sa'id bin 
Sultan in 12.30 _A H /1814-5 C.E., visited Pate, "Sultan Fumoluti ¥ipunga said to his b1others7 
'Do not accompany him out of the town; stop at the gate, for this Aiab's face shows the evil 
which is in his heart' "40 In the stmy which follows, "the Aiabs from Lamu" quite certainly are 
the troops of Sayyid Sa'id, then newly established in Zanzibar41 When Maskat pressure finally 
leads to location of the troops at Pate as well, these are "Mazindigali and Beluchis. "42 
Ihe texts show that Aiabs themselves feel alien and separate fiom the coastal people, 
although Muslim (the question oflslamic sectarianism does not arise in the description of these 
relatively recent interactions) In a passage, a Maskat-appointed liwali asserts the continuing 
imperative ofAiabian values: "We are Aiabs and we have given om promise to the ameer, to 
break it will be a great disgrace Even to our children and grandchildren, its disgrace will reach 
them" 43 
39 T olmacheva, Pate Chronicle, 38-9 
40 Tolmacheva, Pate Ch!onzc/e, 103 
41 Tolmacheva, Pate Ch!omc/e, 106: "When he had received the letter Liwah Hamed [the Mazrui governor 
from Mombasa - M T] said to Fumoluti bin Sheikh, "What shall we do now?" He said, "My advice is that 
we go out, for we are not able to remain here; I have no munitions nor provisions and your country is 
Mombasa which is fru away and Sa' id's Liwah is at Lrunu these Pate people, when they have defeated us, 
will call in the Arabs from Lrunu who will seize you at once It is best that we go forth to Siu to Bwana 
Mataka" 
42 T olmacheva, Pate Ch!onzc/e, I 07 
n I olmacheva Pate C h!omc/e, I 08 
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The presence of these military Arab detac!;Lments is regarded by nauators in pmely political 
terms and also as temporary. In 1236 AH/1820 C.E, the Pate Sultan Bwana Sheikh wa 
Bwana Fumo Madi received a ganison from Sayyid Sa'id bin Sultan. akatia Waarabu Pate, 
wakaketi myaka mitatu "He placed (a ganison of) Arabs in Pate, and they remained (there) 
three years." 44 Later, Sayyid Majid bin Sa'id had trouble placing his soldiers at Pate, and the 
text refers to them interchangeably as "Arabs" and "soldiers" (askari): 
(Then) om lord Majid bin Sa'id sent some Lamu men to Pate, to give advice, together 
with Sheikh Muhi-ed-Din, to demand that Sultan Ahmad should take some of his soldiers, to 
stay at Pate He spoke with Sultan Ahmad and [he] took the soldiers, after much difficulty, 
because ofhis fiiendship with [Shaykh] Ahmad and his brother And [Sultan Ahmad] rejected 
the advice of his vizier, Nasr bin 'Abdallah bin ['Abd-es-Salam], for he refused to put Arabs 
into Pate - even one And when the AI abs had made their entry into Pate, they made an 
agreement with Mwana Jahi .. 45 
It is cleat that, to the extent that the texts may reflect the attitudes and realities of the 19th 
centmy, the interaction with Oman, intensified at certain key moments, such as the Mazmi-
Albusaidi stmggle for dominance,46 gave no room to socio-cultural identification with Arab 
ethnicity on a large scale, as opposed to family or dynastic association 
TRIBE 
The non-tribal stmctme of Swahili society is constaered one of its distinguishing 
charactetistics However, the clnonicles do use the wmd kabila, usually translated as "tribe" 
since such is its meaning in the original Arabic. Another wmd, taifa "tenitmial group, 
community," historically known on the Benadit and Swahili coasts in reference to mban 
gwups, is also Arabic in origin. 
While contemporary antlnopological studies of the various taifas (fm example, in 
Mombasa) have registered the high level of consciosness associated with belonging to a taifa 
and with the taifa hiermchy, the focus here is on the application of an external (Middle 
Eastern) concept to a local (Afiican) social group .. I view the fact of Arabic loans in these cases 
as highly significant, and as a confumation of the essential lack, or loss, of Afiican tribal 
identity within the Swahili society I o ask a man "what is your tribe?" one may say in Swahili 
"mtu gani (wewe)", without using kabila It is also likely that one does not expect to hear a 
uibal name in response unless the question is addressed to a non-Swahili This is not to mean 
that an awareness ofttibal stmctmes was totally lacking; to say "countryman" one may use a 
constmct based on the word kabila rather than nchi "country": mtu (ndugu) wa kabila mo;a 
"man (brother, sibling) of the same tribe." The clnonicles express the idea oftribe in plnasing 
41 T olmacheva, Pate Chrome/e. 152, 183 
45 Tolmacheva, Pate Chromc/e, 188-9 
l6 For the historical background to this period of Arab-Swahili relations see Christine S Nicholls, The 
\>tahzil Coast Politics Diplomacy and trade on the East African Lzttoral 1789-1856 London: George 
Alien & Unwin, 1971 
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and context reflecting tlnee levels of terminological consciousness Clearly, French, German 
and English versions are of little linguistic help here The versions available in Swahili 
transcription and in Arabic script use the word kabila in reference to Arabian, non-Swahili 
African, and. local coastal groups 
( 1) The fust category figures mostly in the background of the initial migrants, which may 
seem remote and in elevant as to details, but occasionally shows unexpected familiarity with 
tribal composition of Oman or sectarian struggles of South Arabia For example, the Stigand 
version names four Muscat tiibes (Kharusi, Nabahans, Henawi, and Ghafu) and the Ya'rubi47 
The migrant "founder" of Pate stays there with "some of his tribe." 
It may be difficult at this point to determine whether the groups termed kabila indeed 
represented tribes in all instances. A useful example of the fluidity ofthe term is reflected also 
in the loose wording of the historical introduction: Caliph 'Abd al-Malik belonged to the "tribe" 
ofBaui Omaiya (the Umayyad clan of the Quraysh tribe and the ruling dynasty of the Islamic 
caliphate between 661-750) However, the Abbasids ("Bani Al Abbas") are couectly named a 
dynasty (750-1258) 
(2) The second category implies a comrection between the coastal cities and the societies 
not native to these cities but living close by, or maybe those who lived in the remembered past 
on the surrounding mainland. For instance, in reference to Mombasa's prospeiity UIIder the 
Portuguese the History ojPate states: "many tribes lived there "48 
It is somewhat dlfficult to claim as L11stances of tribal ident1flcation those cases where the 
name of a group is not connected in the text with the category of tribe .. Nevertheless, there are 
groups clearly set apart from those urban connurrities whose histmy the chronicles records 
and whom they on occasion identifY as Swahili Some of these, such as Bajuns, may have had 
their separateness perceived in linguistic, as well as ethnic or geographical terms. Others seem 
to be closer to ethrrically defured groups. For example, the Waboni, identified by Stigand as a 
hunting tnbe49 , are not explicitly called kabila in Swahili nanatives; neither are the hunters 
mentioned early in some versions of the chronicle, who tracked the Shanga dwellers fleeing 
Pate captivity 50 The installation of Sheikh Alrmad Simba of Witu as Sultan of Pate is 
legitimized by, among others, the Sheikh of Tikuu named Mzee bin Sefu 51 While the Tikuu are 
not explicitly called a tribe (however, the ethrronynr WaTiknu is used), the office of shezkh 
communicates to them an aura of socio-political, rather than merely tenitorial urrit or ethrric 
community (Earlier the Watikuu are mentioned as having settled the abandoned Faza) 52 
47 Tolmacheva .. Pate Chionicle, .38-9 
18 T olmacheva, Pate C hromcle, 57 
19 T olmacheva Pate Chromcle, 126 
so T olmacheva, Pate Chronicle, 170 and pas:sim 
5I T olmacheva .. Pate Chronic le .. !88, 243-44 
52 Tolmacheva, Pate (hronicle, 44,47 
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(3) The "local" categmy in the texts seems to refer to those whom we as outsiders might 
identny as "Swahili," i.e coastal urban Bantu-speaking Afiicans who are perceptibly 
distiguished by the nanators from the preceding categmy of mainland "tribes," but who are not 
explicitly named "Swahili" in the texts As we shall see, their identity is largely expressed in 
terms ofbelonging to a city m locality 
Histmies of Pate provide several appropriate examples The Stigand version describes an 
early conquest of Shanga, on the same island, in the course of which a Pate soldier who 
attempted rape of a maiden was converted to deep piety He subsequently erected a shrine on 
the site of his misdeed. "When their father died, his sons tended the mausoleum, and their tribe 
was the Watu~ but now there are no more of that tribe .... 53 Another conquest, which pitted Pate 
against Manda, followed a meeting of the Manda coUIIcil where sat "all the big men of the 
town, every tribe with its representative." 54 We aheady refe11ed to the Shanga "tribe" variously 
named Kibwana Ndanguu, kabila ya Wakinandangu m kabilayao Kinandangu. 55 
I also consider a few Arabic-style names to be indicators of "tribal" identity (especially if we 
remember the Arabic migin of the wmd kabila}. One such example is what appears to be the 
name of the Pate ruling dynasty prim to the Nabahans: al-Batawiyyuna It is an Arabic plural 
which literally means "Pate dwellers" Its association with rulership is so close that Alice 
Wemer UIIderstood '1-Batawma to be the name of the local chiefs daughter whom the first 
N abahan manied 56 N eville Chittick came to the conclusion that Batawi denotes the local 
(maybe also Arab-foUIIded) dynasty who ruled up to the 17th century 57 
The Heepe version actually does name the Batawiyyuna a tribe (kabilaya Battawiyyuna) 58 
Some MSS contain the colloquial fmm of the plural Batawiyyin. That the daughter of the local 
king mfalme is member of this "tribe" may indicate that "tribal" status in itself was not a 
hierarchical categmy. "Tribe" could be royal as well as a tribe ofhUIIters 
Another example is the plural al-Majaziyyuna which refers to the city ofFaza (Paza), nmth 
of Pate on the same island. Heepe translates Na Paza walikuwako wenyewe wa Paza al-
Mafa~tyyuna "And the inhabitants ofPaza were the Mafaziyyuna"59, while Werner has na Faza 
yahko na wenyewe 'I Mafaziyun translated as: "and Faza had its own rulers, the MafaziYUII .... 60 
The Swahili t+enyewe may indeed mean both "lmds" and "owners, inhabitants" in regard to a 
place It seems that the Arabic derivative meaning "Faza dwellers" may be devoid of elitist 
connotation: after the conquest by Pate, the residents dispersed to other cities where they 
53 I olmacheva. Pate Chronicle, 43 
54 I olmacheva, Pate Chronicle, 49 
55 Iolmacheva Pate Chronicle, 137,203,278 ao 
56 I olmacheva, Pate Chwnicle, 168; Wemer, Swahih History of Pate, 153 and note 3 
57 Chittick. \e» Look, 391 
58 T olmacheva .. Pate Chromc/e, 202 
59 Heepe, \uaheh-Chromk, 1-2:. translated as "And at Paza the owners of Paza were the Mafaziyuna" in 
I olmacheva. Pate C hwmcle, 225 
60 Tolmacheva, Pate Chromcle, 136, 169 
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continued to be called "Mafazii," in the context which certainly did not imply superiority. It is 
particularly interesting to see this, abbreviated or Swahilized, form of the name, contextually 
set in the late 19th century, to be preceded by the word "ttibe": "Even today there are 
descendants of these at Siu, Amu, the Mrinra, Zanzibar, and other places, and they call their 
tribe the Mafazii ... 61 Indeed, the SUinarne Mafazi is still cmrent on the coast and, being derived 
from a locality (very much like the group genealogical term WaMalindi in reference to 
migrants from the city to other coastal locations) illustrates how distant the Swahili kabila may 
be from ethnically-specific content 
V. THE FRONTIER IN NATURE AND CULTURE: BOUNDARIES OF 
CNILIZATION ON THE SW AHILI COAST1 
The Swahili culture of the East African seaboard has recently become a focal point of 
reinterpreting coastal history from the perspective of local perceptions of the past While 
formerly the most prominent elements of that culture and that history seemed to be associated 
with Islamic, Middle Eastem and other Asiatic influences, the new emphasis, developed most 
articulately by James de V Alien, Randall L Pouwels and Thomas Spear 2 has shilled not 
simply to the African but, more precisely and completely, to the mriquely East African coastal 
nature of the Swahili society and culture. The new historical reconstructions draw heavily on 
the coastal hlstoiica! trat11tion both -in te1ms of local historical information and as an 
interpretation ofthe Swahili cultural identity and their own under standing of the major patterns 
of cultm al development 
However, these traditions, while registering the mrique position of the Swahili in the 
physical and socio-economic environment of the ocean coast, with the 1 elated monsoon trade 
and repeated waves of Arab or "Shirazi" immigrants, consciously emphasize the non-African 
criteria for power and prestige Specifically, the major somce of authority (though never 
clearly stated in traditional accounts) is legitinration by association with Islam and the central 
Muslinr lands 
Islam first, and the precedence of migration (real or imagined) to East Africa second, are 
the meaSUies of distinction in the coastal society on the frontiei with the non-Muslinr world. 
Apparently, by the fomteenth century the Islamization of the coast became pervasive enough 
so that, despite the integrative forces of its African foundations, a break occun ed between the 
61 I olmacheva, Pate Chronicle, 47-8 
1 This essay develops observations articulated in part in the paper presented at the 1988 Annual Meeting of 
the Middle East Studies Association (Los Angeles). A French-language version of this essay appeared under 
the title nsur la cOte swahelie aux frontieres naturelles et culturelles de la civilisation~~ in: Pour Jean 
:\falawie (Paris: Plon, 1990), pp 435-447 
2 See "Introductory Remarks" and "Bibliography" in Marina I olmacheva, "Essays in Swahili Geographical 
Thought," Swahili Forum 11 (1995), pp 1-2 and 38-40 
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Swahili and the mainland cultures 3 The essence of the change lay in the unprecedented scale of 
wealth and urban growth but also in the adjustment of the coastal woild-view toward the more 
consciously Islamic 
In this regard, the customary references to Islamic cosmopolitanism tend to obscure the fact 
that while, unarguably, the coast had exposed the Swahili to transoceanic contacts, the primary 
nature ofthese contacts was economic; the Afio-Asiatic trade refened to in the Periplus of the 
Erythraean Sea may have even preceded the Bantn migration toward the coast 4 Islam, indeed, 
encouraged or at least facilitated interaction and exchange with the rest of the Muslim world 
but at the same time it created a banier between the synthetic culture of the coast and the 
ancestral cultures of the mainland .. This banier was displayed prinrarily in the polarization of 
the local world-view much in the way of the common Islamic dichotomy of the DiJJ al-IsliJJn 
and DiJJ al-Harb; however, it was additionally complicated by the accompanying juxtaposition 
of civilization and barbarism, the closest parallel to which is Islamic context may be found in 
the duality oflslam and disbelief kuft, or even oflslam and ignorance preceding conversion to 
. ' 
IslamJahiliya. 
This study is based on the statements of cultural values and judgments vis-a-vis the coastal 
fiinge and the mainland expressed in medieval or early modern records. The Swahili data will 
be considered first, and the Arabic next Onr first line of approach will explore the ways in 
which the idea of snch cultural-religions juxtaposition has been expressed in pre-modern 
Swahili thought 5 Onr sources of evidence include the historical texts from the coast (in the 
- • •- -1 Cl 1 "1' A 1 " H r i ' \ 1... _.l ,!' (' 1.."1' ung:tna1 .:')Waillll 01 ruaotc, as weu as .c..utopean tiansiations,, tue recorus 0.1 .,:)wau.hl customs 
and the majm lexicons of the Swahili language 
3 Randall L. Pouwels, Horn and Cres·cent Cultural Change and Traditional islam on the Ea.~t ljiJ(an 
Coast 800-1900 Cambridge University Press, 1986, p 24 
4 For a discussion of Perzplus data see Gervase Mathew, "The East Afiican coast until the coming of the 
Portuguese," in: History of East Aftica, vol I, edited by Roland Oliver and Gervase Mathew (Oxford 
Clarendon Press, 1968), esp 94-102 There is a new translation by L!onel Casson: The Penp/u, \fall\ 
Erythraei. Text with Introduction, Tlanslation and Commentary (Princeton: Princeton University Press. 
1989) G S P Freeman-Grenville has suggested that Ptolemy may be the first to refer to Bantu on the coast 
("Some aspects of the external realtions of the East African coast: before 1800," Foreign Re/atwm of 
4ftican States, edited by K lngbanr (London: Butterworths, 1974): 72 
5 Our concentration on pre-modern data consciously seeks to avoid contamination with information and 
vocabulary tainted by Western influences and to exploit the conservative nature of cultural tradition The 
theoretical foundations of our perspective on tradition in general agree with those articulated by E. S 
Markarian in "The key problems in the theory of cultural tradition," Sovetskaia etnografiia 1981, No 2 78-
96; see also the extensive comments on the paper on pp 97-115 of the same issue of the journal On the 
universal scale of cultures Swahili civilization seems to fall easily within the group of cultures we call 
secondary, or derivative, since it had experienced both mutation and metisation The "foreign" influences in 
this case appear less significant for their distant origin than for their localization on the coast and the 
particular modes of adaptation (although the coincidence of the Middle East as the area generating so many 
of these influences and at the same time as the source of the second-largest body of existing pre-modern 
records of coastal history should not be over looked 
As Markarian points out on p 81, while tradition plays a major role in cultural stabilization, the 
dynamics of cultural tradition consist of overcoming the old and developing the new socially organized 
stereotypes The intention here is to focus on the specific example of frontier localization of a mized 
tradition whose ideological components, while successfully adapting to the local social and ecological 
systems, received continuing reinforcement from the dominant Islamic civilization 
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The second line of investigation starts with the premise that the Swahili coat was, in fact, a 
double frontier and that the Swahili society was not merely on the cutting edge of Islam but, so 
to speak, itself a double-edged sword. This time the duality I intend to discuss does not refer to 
the cultural and economic aspects of social life, nor to the special physical setting of Swahili 
towns, as it were, between the mainland and the ocean It rather speak~ to the sense of 
complex, stratified Islamic frontier identity of the Swahili rooted cardinally in the peripheral 
relation of the East Afiican coast to the center of Islamic religion, power, and culture; the 
culture whose high learning, standards oflslamic integrity (constantly compromised in Afiica) 
and a frankly self-centered world-view stood in the way of granting the coastal settlers full and 
ungrudging recognition as a civilized society I o this effect I propose to offer some examples 
from the external Arabic sources reflecting the perception of the coast as in Islamic frontier 
and a periphery of the Islamic cultmal outreach No attempt will be made to reconcile the 
resulting implication of marginality with the centrality oflslamic cultural developments to the 
coastal societies, since the apparent disparity really is not so much a matter of conflicting sets 
ofvalues as of a contrast between the hemispheric and the regional scales. 
The Swahili Perspective 
For the pmposes of this discussion we shall use the term "Swahili" to denote the people 
co=only identified as the speakers of several dialects of the Swahili language, the creators of 
a unique, coastal, mban, Islamic culture on the East Afiican littoral of the Indian ocean This 
means that our focus will be on the language and the environment, concentrating on 
perceptions of the frontier as it fitted into this environment and the ways in which such 
perceptions were expressed. The questions of the historical origins of this population and of 
the social and diachronical biases of the sources will be refened to only insofar as they bear on 
the issue of boundary and illustrate the dynamics of traditional thought on the subject. Om 
so m ces are pr e-colonial historical nan atives. 
In the scheme outlined above, the position of the coast, and therefore of the Swahili society 
is that of a fringe vis-a-vis the Islamic heartland This fringe had adopted the values and 
standards of the center and made it its business to apply them to nature and populace around 
and beyond, farther away from the center The Swahili economy, the history of settlement and 
the culturalrole played by the coastal society make sense only if the ever-present dichotomy of 
seaboard-mainland is considered in positive terms, as a source for not only the origin but also 
for constant renewal and supply of men and materials, and for confirmation of superior worth 
for the Swahili. The geographic contrast of island and mainland kisi:wa - bara or of seaboard 
and hinterland pwani - nyzkcf implied both separation and comrection. The role of the 
mainland became smaller and its past significance grew obscmed by the time most written 
evidence was recorded 7 But even today the wealthy Swahili residing on the islands may own 
6 Here and below for lexical references see Charles Sacleux, Dictionnmre Swahili-F'tancais 2 vols Paris: 
Institut d'Ethnologie, 1939-41 
7 Pouwels, 44 
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fiums m plantations shamba on the mainland s In the stmy ofLiongo Fumo (hypothetically the 
14th century), the hero's power grew so umuly in the city that people were unable to reach 
their shambas and resented that 9 The city, then is not isolated to face the frontier on its own, 
but rather has an extended frontier which reaches out into the cultivated country nchi which is 
distinct from the bush nyika to 
Anthropologists have used the name "Nyika" fm the hinterland of the Kenya part of the 
East African seaboard;11 however, traditional sources do not commonly use this word as a 
toponym nor do they generally denote with it the nmthem Swahili coast 12 The southern part 
of the coast may be refened to as M:tinra or sometimes Muli Both of these placenames 
eventually appear in late Arabic sources, while "Nyika" remains unknown to Arab writers -
something which in our estinration may attest to the word's limited cunency or insufficient 
pr:ominence as a coastal toponym. However geographically vague, these words appear to 
denote specific areas of the coast significantly characterized by the location there ofport cities 
According to historical legends, Muslim migrants arrived at some of these ports or even 
"founded" them Their presence on the African coast is a necessary threshold for the 
introduction of a Muslim world-view, enabling our chroniclers to view the coastal fringe as a 
link to the "civilized" 13 world through the urban centers serving as cultural and geographical 
foci of the Swahili society Strictly speaking, this world was meant to include only towns but as 
8 Abdul Hamid M El Zein, The Sacred lvfeadows. A structural analysis of religiow. s.vmbolism in an Emt 
JjilCan town Evanston: Northwetsern University Press, 1974, p 27 et pmsim On mainland cultivation by 
the islanders in the 18th and 19th centuries see also Pouwels, p 77 et pas51m and Marguerite Ylvisaker, 
/,amu in the Vineteenth century Land, Trade and Politics Boston: Boston University African Studies 
Center, 1979, eh 4 
9 Edward Steere, Swahili I ales, as told by Natives of Zanzrbar London: Bell and Daldy, 1970: "Hadithi ya 
Liongo" 
10 While both bara and nyrka may apply to mainland, nyrka seems to have a stronger connotation of 
vvilderness, while bara specifies location on the continent and may include nchi Pouwels calls ny1ka "a 
natural barrier to all who contemplated travel inland" and estimates its beginning at 15 kilometers from the 
sea (p 6) For discussion of the lamu meaning of bar a see Ylvisaker, p 184 
11 In current usage, the Nyika group of peoples is connnonly called Mijikenda Members of the Nyika tribes 
specifically explain their preference for the term "Mijikenda" by reference to connotation of primitivism 
earned by the earlier nan1e (Spencer Trimingham, Islam m East Africa London: Edinburgh House Press, 
1962, p 19) To the extent that recent research has shed new light on the interpretations of migrations and 
the history of coastal Bantu peoples, the Mijikenda seem to have played a crucial role in the history of the 
coast [t is imperative to reevaluate the data contained in the J:.itilb al-Zunilj, recorded early in this century 
For early contributions to the controversy seeR F Morton, "The Shungwaya myth of Mijkenda origins a 
problem of nineteenth-century Kenya coastal history," International Journal ofAfiican Hrstorical Stud1es, 
vol 3 (1972): 397-423; TT Spear, "Traditional Myths and Historians' Myths: Variations on the Singwaya 
Theme of Mijikenda Origins," Hi,story in Africa, 1 (1974): H.N Chittick, "The Book of the Zeni and the 
Mijikenda," ll4HS', 911 (1976): 68-73 For an update see Martin Walsh, "Mijikenda Origins: A Review of 
the Evidence," Transaftnan Journal of History, 21 (1992): 1-18 
12 kitab al-Zumu uses the ethnonym WaNyika (Enr·ico Cerulli, Somalia kntfi van editt et mediti (Rome, 
1957) 1:233 andpasc11m A chronicle of Mombasa (about 1824) mentions the towns of Nyika: see G.S P 
Freeman-Grenville. The EastAjiican Coast Select Documents (Oxford: Oxford University Press. 1965), p 
216 
13 In the more recent period, the concept of civilization has been expressed by the word ustaarabu, an 
Arabic derivative implying a belonging at once to the Arab world and to the world of Islam (El Zein. 27) 
the word utamaduni, also of Arabic origin, emphasizes the urban aspects of culture 
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we are beginning to see fiom the above, its reach went at least as far as the farms (this 
observation is developed further below) 
It was the presence of a city that transfmmed a mere area into the fiontier zone The 
geographic stability of this fiontier was more seeming than real, for it could be exparrded by 
conquest 01 migration In imagination, it had few bounds: Swahili poetry may place its Islamic 
heroes as far away as the Byzarrtine empne!l 4 In space, the fiontier becomes fluid or multi-
layered 
Traditional histories begin with the anival of a noble Muslim (or Muslims) to the pagarr 
coast The visitor encounters the local ruler who is in control of both the islarrd arrd the 
mainland Importantly, it is the newcomers who effect the political arrd social separation of one 
fiom the other 15 The boundary may then be crossed under pressure, which usually is created 
by the new waves of immigrants I wo developments follow 
As a first consequence, the old "iinmigrants" (whose claiin to authority arrd wealth, 
especially as it is sarrctioned by Islam, the story may vaguely legitllnize) move away - the 
Emozaydy of Kilwa "retreated" to the nyika, the Changamwe (allegedly of Umayyad origin) 
also found themselves in the buslr. 16 The influx of aggressive new migrarrts continued into 
modern tiines when it has been documented: in the north, for example in Lamu, it resulted in 
the trarrsfer of the old "Shllazi" families under Arab pressure to the mainland 17 In the south .. 
under the Pmtuguese, it led on the contrmy to dispersal fiom the coast arrd port hinterland to 
the islands 18 Both types of encounters - with pagarrs and with Christiarrs - increased the 
awareness of the Swahili as cauiers of an Islamic identity arrd exparrded the geographical 
horizon of the fiontier The second consequence was rivahy between the newcomers and the 
older settlers, whose Islam had adapted to the necessity of cooperating with heathen 
emironment in order to control it. This conflict probably sharpened then sensitivity to purer 
'a lues of Islam of which the Arabs (whether real or alleged) were supposed to be the 
practitioners and defendersl9 
The town was universally thought to be the proper arrd ideal setting for Islam TO\\ 11 ll\ 
definition possessed the culture arrd knowledge which could be iinparted to those beyond on I\ 
imperfectly 20 Town was the heart of civilization uungwana, and civilized people wau11g:.r ww 
11 As m the poem Chuo cha Herekali, also known under the title [;tenZI wa 7ambuka, edited b; bn 
Knappert. TJaditional Swahzlz Poetry (Leiden: Brill, 1967}. eh III Utendi wa Ayubu and Ra;1 '/-(JJw!J 
present other possible examples 
15 This can be seen especially clearly in the accounts ofKilwa Kisiwani, see Freeman-Grenville 1965 Nos 
14and42 
16 Freeman-Grenville, 1965, No 14: 83-84; No 15: 89-90 
17 Pouwels .. 41, 44 
18 Malyn Newitt, "The Southern Swahili Coast in the First Century of European Expansion," 4zama 13 
( 1978), esp pp 114-18 
19 Pouwels, eh 3, provides examples of conflicts arising out of this situation 
20 According to some interpretations, slaves belonging to the Swahili were kept on the mainland (where 
they cultivated the land) in order not to pollute the town (El Zein, 112) The principal reason why slaves 
\Vere considered inferior was their failure to attain civilized status Even upon conversion to Islam, slaves 
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were properly Muslim, and capable of enlightened thinking .. People of the bush were barbarians 
washenzi, a threat militarily and culturally21 De Ban os commented in the sixteenth century on 
how Kilwa, being on an island, was secme from the "unbelievers" (Kajjir:s) on the mainland 
across the creek 22 Yet it turns out that the cultural frontier as a social factor does not 
disappear with the disappearance of the formal criteria for disparagement 
According to the mainstr earn Islamic norm of "the cent er", conversion to Islam was 
considered sufficient for formal admission into the fold of Muslim society. Ethnic background 
was supposed to be iuelevant, although the Arabs maintained that non-Atabs carmot have 
culture, and that their bane is ignorance (of true knowledge) 23 Furthermore, the washenzi did 
not cease to be regarded as barbarians even if they lived in town, and could not change their 
status to that of the waungwana if they converted to Islam .. In a way, it seems, the constant 
compromise in which the urban Afiican Muslims functioned made them less willing to allow 
"mere" conversion, a formal step of crossing the cultural frontier, to become a passport to 
social equality. Even the slaves were distinguished by their parentage, and only those of at least 
second-geneiation urban origin had a chance to be considered freeborn. Even if only one 
parent came from bar a, the child remained mzalia, a category of slave mtumwa Another kind 
of person, m;mga, was the uncouth arrival on the coast from bara, ignorant of the language 
and proper social behavior Such a slave would be sent to a shamba to cultivate it for his 
master and to keep a share of the produce 24 It appears thus that the locale of shamba 
functioned as a dual frontier - a physical boundary and geographical area, as suggested 
above, but also a cultural zone, a fringe of civilization, where the process of cultivation (and 
maybe especially cultivation for a Muslim master) served to transform the wild into tame 
Beyond this fringe was the real wilderness, the bush or the woods, where anarchy and 
natme spit its held sway. Liongo Fumo of the legend hides in the woods, and although his 
enemies know where he is, they stay away even after his death25 It is likely that "the woods", 
were taught only rudiments of Islamic faith and ritual because they were thought to lack the qualities 
necessary to achieve an undertsnading of what they were being taught (El Zein, 27) 
21 WaShenzi (pl.) was the name generally given to inhabitants of the interior, with the meaning ranging 
from the benign "country bumpkin 11 to the aggressive 11 Savage " The fact alone of residence on the coast did 
not by itself erase the pejorative connotation The Chronicle of Lmdi distinguishes the "washenzi of the 
hinterland" ham the "washenzi of the coast" and notes that the two categories were in a state of conflict 
Former slaves were usually considered washenzi (El Zein, 282) For a discussion of the urban and patrician 
elements in Swahili culture see lames de Vere Alien's posthumous Swahili Origins (Athens, OH: Ohio 
University Press, 1992). esp eh 9 and 10 
22 See the English translation ofthe Portuguese version of the Kilwa chronicle in Freeman-Grenville, 1965, 
pp 89-93 
23 El Zein, 349 See also what al-ldrisi has to say about the "reverence" and the "veneration" the Zanj had 
for the Arabs in Nuzhat al-mushtiiq, edited by Enrico Cerulli a o (Rome, 1970), 1:61 
21 This according to the information in Car! Velten, Desturi za Wasuaheli (Gottingen, 1903), "Kawwda za 
utumwa " For an English translation see Lyndon Harris, Swahz/i Prase Texts (London: Oxford University 
Press, 1965). The passage of waungwana to freeborn status seems a late phenomenon Usually l amu 
informants call all the population of the twon "free men or waungwana", but some groups seem fr·eer than 
others (El Zein, 22) The persistent dichotomy between town and country is reflected in the Swahili saying 
iogoo Ha shamba kauiki mjini "the country rooster does not crow in town," meaning that a rural man does 
not achieve importance in town 
25 Living in the bush meant, from the point of view of culture, being "lost" or "irreligious" (Randall L 
Pouwels, "Oral historiography and the Shirazi of the East Africn coast," History zn Africa, 2 (1984): 247 
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nther than Liongo's own magic protect him in this case In traditions recently recorded on 
Lamu two immigrant settlements are described as separated by the woods
26 Nothing of 
significance seem to occur there, yet different versions of the tradition retain the detail Ihe 
probability is high that the existence of a woods confirms the frontier between two compounds, 
as in the story of Liongo it sets the boundary of the known That it is also a boundary between 
two societies (in this instance contesting relative prestige and prerogative, since both are 
Islamic), is obvious from the story's emphasis on symbols of authority and from the articulation 
of the contest as a war 
Ihe war as a metaphor for social conflict in Islamic society invites parallel withjihad, the 
Muslim holy war. War is a common motif in Swahili poetry. Holy war as a means of canying 
true fuith to the heathen (or justification of wars on the mainland as jihad) was a common 
occurrence at Kilwa when Ibn Battuta visited the city in 1331. A tradition refers to the caliph 
Hariin al-Rashld sending an army against the "disobedient Zanj "27 The historian al-Mas'udl 
spoke of Muslims conquering the Island ofQanbalU where the Zanj lived (tenth century} 2
8 It is 
possible that actual displacements which took place on the coast at various times served to 
diffuse the notion of an absolute, impermeable boundary Consequently, rather than setting it at 
the limit of the unknown as measured by distance, the Swalrili appropriated the notion of 
frontier to express the constantly changing social and cultural configurations, in the process 
making "war" a historical metaphor for resulting conflicts and tensions 
The Arab Perspective 
Ihe following comments will be based on our reading of the external, Arabic sources forming 
an integral part of medieval Islamic literary culture. These observations, therefor, reflect a 
perspective somewhat different from the one which may be inferred from an etlmic reading of 
"Arab" First of all, this perspective doses not of itself include (although it may, on occasion, 
coincide with) the view of coastal Arabs, genuine migrants or those merely calling themselves 
Arabs; both the groups, synchronically or diachronically, are subsumed in the Swahili 
perspective discussed above Secondly, basing itself on Arabic sources, this perspective 
embraces Arabic writers of the international Islamic tradition of scholarslrip witlrout regard to 
theit ethnic or racial background From al-!ahiz, who was part Black (uinth century), to the 
Iranian al-Bltiinl (eleventh century), to the part-Berber Ibn Battiita (14th century), these 
authors represent the values and judgments of the Islamic "establislrment" vis-it~vis the cultural 
and geographical fringes ofthe Dii! al-Jslam 
Although on occasion tradition presents Liongo as a Muslim ruler, he also carries many features typical of 
priest-kings The link between the bush and magic powers is also reflected in the belief that all the washenzi 
have magic because they reside in the bush. El Zein's informants seemed to think that all washenzi are 
magicians and sorcerers (El Zein, 282) Bibliography on Liongo has grown in recent years, but the new 
studies conribute little to this particular perspective 
26 El Zein, 20: Pouwels, 1986, eh 3: Appendix 
27 Cerulli. 239 
28 ai-Mas'udl, \fur iJ! al-dhahab, edited by C Barbier de Meynard and Pavet de Courteille (Paris, 1861-77), 
1: 205 
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Ow discomse will focus on the group of East African population called by the Al:abs Zanj, 
whom they placed south of the Somali areas inhabited by a different people called Barbara 
Ihe Zanj are known to populate the seaboard generally as far as the Al:ab vessels reached at 
the time, and they are the last confidently identifiable large group entity in the southward 
direction. These were, generally speaking, the same Zanj who were found in the Caliphate in 
nmnbers considerable enough to have made an impact on social and economic history of the 
Middle East as well as on Al:ab folklore. We shall, however, limit om exploration only to those 
Zanj who remained in sub-Saharan Africa and were regarded by the Al:ab scholars and visitors 
on their native ground and in their own environment: certainly, a minority, if elitist, perspective 
on a majority group representative of the Islamic fringe 
Fmthermor e, in our analysis of this perspective we shall look only for those data indicative 
of valuation attitudes, judgments and critical observation which may characterize medieval 
perceptions of cultural comparison, juxtaposition and confiontation inherent in the dual 
complementarity of the Dar al-Islarn and Dar al-Harb, the Abode oflslam and the Abode of 
War 
By the time the land of Zanj receives its first systematic description from al-Mas'udi, who 
visited the East African coast in the early tenth centmy AD, Islam had aheady made converts 
among the Zanj Ihus the somces may be legitimately expected to cany the sense of both the 
geographical and the cultmal frontiers. Following the geographic data, we shall trace the 
cluonologically anaigrred accounts to examine the nature and scope of available irrformation; 
we shall aiso attempt to illustrate that such infonnation affected the perception of frontier as a 
bmmdary for area or for population and that the views on both were affected in tmn by the 
1 ange of physical contact We shall then follow the accounts illustrative of cultural perceptions 
and of standards of civilization as applied to the coast by Muslim observers. We shall see that 
on this level of "establishment" culture, one must distinguish between two outlooks 
characterized by a distinct shift in accents One of these is a general, somewhat vague and 
sketchy. >iew of a fringe society (however Islamized) offered the learned Muslim Ihe other, 
concordant with the intermediary position of the coastal culture as outlined in the Introduction 
above. is that of a frontier Islamic society finthering the mission oflslam (however imperfect) 
I urning to the geographical aspects first, we discover that in the tenth centmy the pattern is 
already established which will be generally followed by the later authors of the classical school 
of Arab geography: to the south Zanj settlement aqjoins Sofula which is their border; Sofala is 
the farthest destirtation ofsailors from Oman and Sirafon the coast of the Sea ofZa.11j 
Sofala of Zanj or Sofala of Gold (Sufalat al-Zan;, Sufalat al-dhahab, Sufalat al-tzbr) is at 
the same time both part ofZanj and separate and distant from it Ihe Marvels of India speak 
of Sofala as reachable apparently only infrequently and under specific (unwelcome) sailing 
conditions 29 Ihe most extensive irrformation in regard to So£ala is provided in the twelfth 
29 Buzurg ibn Shahriyar. '•IJG'zb al-Hznd, edited by L.M. Devic (Paris, 1878): 51 English translations
 by P 
Guennel (London 1928) and G S P Freeman-Grenville (London East- West, 1980) 
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centtuy by al-Idrisl,3° most subsequent accounts depend on his data in varying degrees, usually 
without mentioning theit indebtedness to him 
While al-Mas'udi does not know any of the Zanj settlements except QanbalU, al-Idrisi names 
tluee: Malinda, Manbasa and al-Banas .. According to him, Sofala begins south of al-Banas, 
the last city he names within the land ofZanj pwpeL It is maintained both by al-Idrisi and al-
Mas'udi that Sofala is not the final reach of the Afiican continent but rather adjoins the land of 
Waq-Waq However, at this point the geographical connection with the Zanj becomes 
questionable, not to say nebulous 31 We therefme pwpose to tnm next to locating this Sofhla 
ofZanj 
Acccording to al-Idrisi, who provides itineraries which make it possible to calculate 
distances, al-Banas (so far unidentified) was sitnated appwxinrately 120-150 miles south32 of 
Mombasa. Another 150 miles further was the city of Butahna, the fust of several in Sofhla 
Sofala's capital was at Sayilna even further south. 
Ibn Sa'id al-Maghribi (late 13th centtuy) claitns that Sofala and Zanj are separated by a 
desert, or wildemess (mcifaza) and says that the fiutherst point of Sofala, Daghiita, is located 
on the Strait ofal-Qumr (Mozambique Channel) 33 
Al-Birlini's coordinates of 10° S and 55° E for the city of Sofala34 cannot be collect but 
these coordinates look considerably closer to the real location of the southeast Afiican coast 
than Ibn Sa'id's placing of Batina, one of Sofalan cities, at 2° 30' S and 87° E. Although Ibn 
Sa'ld; and AbU '1-Fida' after bim,35 lmp1ess the Ieader with seeming precision, their data a!e 
distorted and have to be treated with extreme caution, as I argued elsewhere 36 I also propose 
that Butahna is a variant of Batina, and that both stand for Kilwa 37 Since Butahna was the 
first (i e northernmost) of Sofalan cities while Batina was still considered part of Sofula by fbn 
Sa'id, I submit therefore that at the titne of al-Idrisi, and possibly through the 13th centtuy, 
Kilwa was regarded as the Zanj fiontiet 
30 al-ldr\s\. ]· 60-SOandpamm 
31 Regarding the need to reevaluate the information provided by the sources on Waq··Waq see Marina 
Tolmacheva, "The African Waq-Waq: Some Questions Regarding the Evidence," Fontes Histonae 
•ljiicanae Bulletin of!nformatzon, No 11-12 (1986-87): 9-15 
32 "East" in the text because al-Idr\si follows the Ptolemaic manner of extending the African coast eastward 
to embrace the Indian ocean 
33 Jughriifiya, inMonumenta CartographicaAjiicae etAegypt1, edited by YoussoufKarnal, (Leiden: Brill, 
1926-1952) 4: 1080v 
34 Al-QiiniJn al-lvfas'frlijJ'/-hay'a wa-al-nujilm, in Karnal, 3:712r 
35 In this particular case, Abu '1-Fida' (1273-1331) asserts his are the data of al-Birni, but the numbers do 
not coincide: 2° Sand 58° E See Taqwim al-buldiin, edited by M Reinaud (Paris, 1940): !56 
36 This draws on the more detailed discussion in my unpublished PhD dissertation: M.A Tolmacheva, 
Ea"\/ ljiica m Medieval Arabic Accounts an Ethno-Geographical Study (Leningrad, 1970), esp pp 171-
172 
37 M A Tolmacheva, "The East African Coast in Arabic Geographical Literature," Strany i Narody Vo.stoka 
(in Russian, 1969) 9: 276 
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From this point the sources may be observed following two tracks: those of the classical 
mould continue to reiterate al-Idr1si's data, generally with declining care for information md 
accuracy, into the 15th century The few innovations that do occur involve the labeling of 
Sofala "the last city in the lmd of Zmj" (Yiiqut, Zakariyii' al-Qazwini, a!-Biikuwi), md the 
trmsfonnation ofDaghuta fiom a city into a coillltry (al-Hirnyari) The second track returns us 
to itineraries md navigation Ibn al-Mujiiwir (11th century), who knows ofKilwa as a stopping 
place emoute fiom Qumr (Madagascar) to Aden, 38 does not mention Sofhla at all. Ibn Battuta 
(mi.d-14th century) locates Sofala at two weeks' distmce fiom Kilwa to the south39 For the 
late 15th century we have the sailing instructions ofAhmad ibn Miijid's Ur;iiza Sufaliya4° with 
distmces md compass bearings capable of bringing the sailor safely to Mozambique md where 
the Zmj controlled access to gold The physical fiontier has expmded to the utmost limits of 
monsoon navigation 
The extend of cultural wildemess on the Zmj coast also appears to undergo repeated 
evaluations, md the revised estimates seem to push it not only finther south but also away 
fiom the coast. The first glimpse of culture as a criterion for Zmj estimation is offered by al-
Jiihiz (ninth century), as he argues for the relative superiority of the blacks fiom Unguja 
(Lan; liya) over those fiom Qanbalil (that is, respectively, Zmzibar md Pemba)41 
As his argument begins, the discourse seems to follow categories similar to those of native 
coastal hierarchy! i e. the coast vs the bush: 
Indeed, you have never seen Zmj who are the real kind .. What you saw was merely 
captives fiom the coasts of Qmba!Uh, fi om the thickets md valleys, who make our servmts, 
slaves and men oflow stmding. 
It soon trmspires, however, that a peculiar genealogical contest is involved md that a sort 
of cultural rivahy makes the distinction between the islmds seem more inrportmt thm that 
between the seaboard and the bush: 
The dwellers of Qanba!Uh possess neither beauty nor intelligence Qmba!Uh is the name 
of a place where your ships throw mchor in the harbor The matter is, there are two kinds of 
the Zanj, Qanba!Uh and Unguja, the same as there are two groups of Arabs, Qahtan and 
'Adnan. You have never seen a single inhabitmt ofUnguja, either from the coast orftom the 
people of the mtenor42 (my emphasis- M. I.) 
38 Ibn ai-Mujawir, Ja'rikh al-mustabsn, edited by Oscar Uifgren (Leiden, 1951-54) 1:278 
39 luhfat al-nuzziit, edited by C Defremery and B R Sanguinetti (Paris, 1878) 2: 193 
<O I A Shumovskii, Ifz neizvestnye lotsll Akhmada ibn Madzhida (Moscow-Leningrad, 1957): 83r-96r 
4 1 W H Ingrams was the first to suggest that Qanbalu was indeed Pemba (Zanzibar, Its Hzstory and 
Peoples London, 1931, p. 81) Identifications ofQanbalu alternative to that with Mkumbuu on Pemba have 
been proposed by G.S P Freeeman-Grenville (The lvfedieva/ History of the Coast of Tanganyika, Berlin, 
1962, p 40, note 43) and James Kirkinan ("The History of the Coast of East Africa up to I 700," in Prelude 
lo East Aftican history, edited byMerrick Posnansky, London, 1966, p 112). I regard the form M.k n b lii 
as a valid phonetic variant of Q n b /[i For further detail, see M A To1macheva, 1970, pp. 142-144 
12 Fakhr al-siX/an 'alii '1-bidiin, edited by G Van Vloten (Leiden, 1903): 76-77 English translation by 
Vincent Cornell, The Book of the Glory of the Black Race (France Preston, 1981) It is especially 
interesting to note that Qanbalu, which is denied the status of a civilized place, is made parallel to Qahtiin 
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Beginning with al-Jlihlz and ending with al-Dimashql (ea!ly 14th century), Zanj 
sophistication seems to be gauged by their speech and the degree of eloquence; the northern 
Zanj rue said by the latter author to excel in the art ofrhetmic in contrast to the dwellets of 
"farther regions "43 
The distinctive focus on culture of the nmthem Swahili coast may be accounted for in a 
number of ways The simplest explanation may be that the north fust came into contact with 
the Muslim wmld, was the fu st to 1 eap the benefits of trade and Islamization, and therefore -
judged by Muslim standatds- qualified as "best civilized ... In addition, the development of the 
Swahili language at the eahier times centered in the northern part of the coast;44 as has been 
noted, language skills wete a major distinction noted positively by the early writers 45 And 
finally, the petceptions of the Swahili by themselves, as we have seen, as well as by Afiicanists, 
largely center on their urban identity. Although engaged in cultivation and highly concemed 
with land use and ownership, their particular, self-appropriated role is that of city founders 
Archeologists genetally recognize that the majm histmical sites of the East Afiican coast rue 
concentrated in its nmthem part. We also accept that maybe urban centers also developed 
earlier in the north In addition, we have a unique confirmation of the "Zanj" urban culture 
being recognized by an Islamic scholar Abii '1-Qasim al-Andalusl (second half of the eleventh 
centmy) disdainfully lumps together the black Abyssinians, Nubians, and Zanj who "do not 
contemplate wisdom and do not delight their souls with the study of philosophy, wzth the 
exceptzon ofcettain groups who are urban dwellers .. ahl al-mudun" (my emphasis- M.T.) 
These civilized Zanj are thus contrasted favorably with those residing in deserts sahara and 
steppes falawat, who are summmily dismissed as "refuse of the Zanj" ghutha' al-Zan), 
incapable ofrational and enlightened existence 46 
Sofala, apparently, also qualified for condemnation, even at a much later date, since among 
the "farther regiops" al-Dimashql apparently sees Daghiita as an outpost of barbarism He 
offe1 s a clear juxtaposition of Daghiita and Kilwa, and mak,es his criterion known: Daghiita is 
inhabited by "ha1dcore Zanj" Zan; al-Zpml;, while Kilwa, although Zanj, is Muslim 17 
This is a dramatic change from the tenth-century Sofala (then, as we saw above, still 
including Kilwa) where, as the well-known stmy fiom the Wonders of lndw recounts, the 
hapless Muslim ttavele1s expected to find Zanj cannibals and whe1e Islam was making its fitst 
while Zanzibar to 'Adnan El Zein (p 54) states that the "Arabs" of Lamu hold that only the descendants of 
'Adnan "have true virtue 
11 \uhbat al-dahr, edited by AF Mehren (St Petersburg, 1866): 269. For historical development of early 
Swahili see Derek Nurse and Thomas J Hinnebusch .. \'walnli and Sabaki A Lingui,tic HI'tory Berkeley: 
University of California Press, 1993 
14 Based on the date suggested by Nurse for the separation of Swahili dialects, J de V Alien proposed a 
parallel for the distinctions between the northern and southern dialects and the two cultural modes, those of 
the "Shirazi" and of the JFaL'ngHwta ("The 'Shirazi' Problem in East African Coastal History," Paideuma 
28 ( 1982) 22) 
15 al-Jahiz and ai-Mas'udl provide the earliest accounts: Fak/11 al-sLYliin 67; \1ung ai-dhahab 3:30 
16 Tabaqiit al-umam, in ,qrabskw 11/0chmi.J \-\11 1 ekm. edited by V V Matveev and LE Kubbel' 
(Moscow-Leningrad, 1965): 194 
17 al-Dimashql 16, 16 L 150 
'· . 
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converts at the time of the caliph Muqtadir (908-932 AD.)48 Mixed Muslim-pagan population 
at QanbalU is refeued to by al-Mas'iidi and at Un~ja (Zanzibar) by al-Idiisi. By Yaqiit's time 
(early 13th century) the Zanzibar Island had apparently become totally Muslim and ceased to 
play a front-line role 4 9 Initiative had shlfted to Kilwa where al-Dimashqi's contemporary Ibn 
Battiita calls the populace "people of jihiid' for the reason of conducting war on the 
neighboring "Zanj unbelievers" KuffiiJ al-Zuni!J50 We know from Ibn al-Mujawil"s reference 
that by 1231 Kilwa had been Islamized for some time but, as Ibn Sa'ld tells us in the 12 70s, the 
more distant Daghiita was remaining infidel Al-Biriini also placed Muslims in Sofi!la, but it is 
uncertain whether he meant the country or a city, and if the latter- which 51 
As Islamization progressed, the old political systems changed noticebaly enough for the 
outside observers to cause the replacement of rulers' titles from the neutral Arabic malik "king" 
to pronouncedly Islamic "sultan" or sometimes "shaykhu The use of Muslim titles in later 
medieval texts may certainly merely reflect t!te penetration of the Arabic term into Swahili 
language and political usage, but undoubtedly their appearance in tlte external somces also 
constitutes evidence of local claims to Islamic legitimacy being acceptable to Muslims 
elsewhere 
Despite this, the image of Sofilla persists as remaining tenaciously pagan even while its 
hinterland is being open to Arab contact. By the turn of the 16th centmy, when Ahma ibn 
Majid includes in his rhymed sailing instructions the first references to the gold of 
Monomotapa (no longer vaguely "of Sofala"), botlt the Mozambique coast and the mainland 
beyond the fiinge are still viewed as a cultural wasteland, controlled by '\mbeliever s, up~ 
country sofi!lan barbarians" al-kuffar ahmqj Sufiilat al-bariili 52 
The geographical frontier had receded but the socio-cultural one is realized at the point of 
contact, wherever the latter occms It may said t!tat the visitor canies this sense ofbanier on 
his journey and exercises it selectively One is reminded oflbn Battiita's unctiousness when on 
occasion (in travels outside the Middle East) he is driven to distraction by encounters witb 
breaches of the proper Islamic norm However, tlte famous traveler thirsted for knowledge 
only within the Dar al-Islam, and his awareness of non-Islamic enviromnent was largely a 
byproduct rather than a goal of his endeavors In contrast, Ahmad ibn Majid's presence on the 
coast is a conscious undertaking, assunting the risks and the rewards of the voyage His 
haughty condemnation sounds tired, and relevant only in pragmatic terms affecting deals with 
the natives. A new and alarming figure looms ahnost -as large on the now familiar horizon of 
Sofala observed by the expert pilot: the Frarrk Biinging with them the standard Meditenanean 
polarity of Christian-Muslim dichotomy, tlte Portuguese newcomers were opening fm the Da1 
a]- Islam a cultural frontier new to the Indian ocean. 
48 Buzurg ibn Shahriy_r, 51-59 
49 al-Mas'udi, 1:205:. al-Idrisi, 61: Yaqut, Mu'jam al-buldan, edited by F Wustenfeld (Leipzig 1866-731 
4:336 
50 Ibn Battuta, 2: 193 
51 Jbn a1-Mujawir, 1:278; lbn Sa'id, 1081 v; al-Biruni, 712 r 
52 Ahmad ibn Majid, 94 r 
